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Abstract
This research study examines practical money management to find out the goals of
practitioners as well as techniques that enable them to manage money. We specifically
examine whether practitioners follow either the informational efficiency or inefficiency
approach to invest for their clients. We corroborate their answers with their perceptions of
their own performance evaluations.
Keywords: Efficiency, fundamental analysis, technical analysis, practitioners of money
management, evaluation of performance, January effect, market value to book value, PEG
ratio, P/E ratios
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There is an ongoing debate about whether markets are efficient. The proponents of the
efficiency market hypothesis (EMH) believe that investors may not beat the average rate of
return (ROR) such as the Standard and Poor’s 500 stock index (S&P 500).The efficiency
camp thinks that information is disbursed extremely rapidly and that there are no lingering
investments that can have extraordinary returns. Thus, the recommendation from that
viewpoint would be to avoid attempting to surpass the ROR at a given risk. In other words,
the efficiency camp would suggest investing in an index fund, since one cannot do better than
the market return that the index fund replicates. Furthermore, there are greater fees involved
with managing money actively.
The inefficiency viewpoint of the stock market argues that superior security analysis could
lead to superior ROR at a given risk. This hypothesis states that past trends, patterns, and
financial/economic information can induce superior returns; this viewpoint is called technical
analysis.This approach also believes that adjustments do not occur at once, so that there do
exist opportunities for above normal returns as prices adjust with delays in the spread of
information. Thus, it behooves investors to pursue practical money management actively so
they can beat the S&P 500 or some other index.
There are numerous tests of efficiency. First, there are tests that use the filter rule, which says
if a stock rises (falls) by 7%, for example, from a certain price determined to be the regular
price, then it continues to rise (fall).Evidence exists that there are excess profits to be
obtained according to filter rules, although high transactions costs eliminate those profits
(Sweeney, 1988).Second, there is a type of test that looks at whether earnings surprises
induce prices to adjust instantaneously or to remain stable beyond the day of the earnings
surprise announcement. Efficiency is supported if the adjustment is immediate whereas
inefficiency is supported if the adjustment takes time. According to Jones, Rendleman, and
Latane (1985), almost half of such price alterations took place three months after the
announcement of the earnings surprise, a finding which supports informational inefficiency.
A third test of efficiency is the so-called January effect. The result of the aforementioned test
is that an investor receives a lower ROR if he/she invests in January. The reason is because of
tax selling, where massive selling at the end of the calendar year causes lower prices,
followed by higher prices in January when many investors are buying (Branch, 1977).Fourth,
researchers have considered price earnings (P/E) ratios compared to the growth potential of
those stocks (the PEG ratios) and have found an inverse relationship between PEG ratios and
RORs (Peters, 1991).This finding, of course, contradicts the efficiency view.
Fifth, researchers have looked at whether the size of a firm affects the ROR of its stock. If so,
then inefficiency is supported because investors can enhance their RORs by investing in
small market cap stocks (Reinganum, 1992).Researchers next examined neglected firms and
discovered that there is a positive relationship between neglect and risk-adjusted RORs,
thereby contradicting the notion of efficiency (Arbel & Strebel, 1983).Finally, many people
have given evidence of the positive correlation between risk-adjusted ROR and the book to
market value ratio, which again supports informational inefficiency (Fama & French, 1992).
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This study attempts to find out how practitioners of money management actually manage
money. We emailed the enclosed questionnaire to 5000 money managers five times each. Out
of the respondents, 570 use fundamental analysis and 432 use technical analysis (TA).Only
50 out of 820 respondents (6%) espouse EMH, or the efficiency view. Thus, the great
majority of our respondents subscribes to the view that markets are inefficient and follows
techniques consistent with this viewpoint, i.e., technical and fundamental analyses.
TA itself is another approach endorsing active money management and is one of the three
key approaches to professional investment services. TA involves examining past trends and
movements of stocks and markets and making choices about the future developments of
individual firms and markets, thus contradicting the efficiency view by stating that investors
can use public historical information to beat market averages. Thus, money managers (MMs)
who espouse TA will invest aggressively to try to beat the indices. A slight majority of our
respondents (52.6%) use TA.
Fundamental analysis is an approach that examines economic, financial, political, social, and
legal factors. It presumes that these factors exert a great influence on stock prices because
said factors affect the ROR and an investment’s risk. Its proponents feel that superior analysis
by MMs will lead to higher RORs and overall better investments. Security analysis is
valuable since it will attain the aforementioned, with the implication being that MMs should
pursue active fundamental analysis in order to obtain better values and RORs. Fundamental
analysis indirectly believes in informational inefficiency, e.g., if our money managers believe
in the small cap effect then they should invest in small capitalized stocks, following their
fundamental analysis.
We also wished to connect our respondents’ viewpoints with belief in the effectiveness of
their own performance, and so we asked our practitioners to rate their own individual
performance. They rated themselves as good (56%), excellent (37%), and average (18%);
none answered that he/she is below average. From a casual observation, our respondents are
biased. Only about 10% of the MMs beat the S&P 500 in the short run and none of them beat
the S&P 500 over the long run. This important question compares the reality versus the
perception: the perception was that 93% surpassed the ROR of the indices but the reality is
that only a maximum of 10% surpassed the markets. The difference is a staggering 80%+
differential between belief in surpassing the market averages from the actuality, which is a
huge disconnect between the practice and the facts of practitioners of money management.
So far we have given evidence that practitioners fall into several camps, including one that
disbelieves the EMH and a specific subgroup that disbelieves the weak form of the EMH.
Nearly 53% of this overall group of disbelievers in the EMH use diverse aspects of TA,
believing that the use of historical and current market data can produce a better than average
ROR.A larger group of such disbelievers, comprising 70%, considers that fundamental
analysis can lead to a higher ROR, so these practitioners pursue analysis of other economic
factors that could lead them to surpass the market’s ROR. Both of these groups disbelieve in
the efficiency view of investors and money managers being unable to beat the market using
public information.
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Another camp, making up only 6% of our respondents, believes in and practices the dictates
of the EMH. Thus, we would expect such respondents to be sufficiently happy with a normal
ROR by investing in an index fund and replicating the S&P 500.
The fact that the practitioners of our study believe they can do better than the averages is
corroborated by the responses about their performance. Only 18% answered that they are
average and 56% rated themselves as good, so their self-ratings implied that their returns
surpass the normal ROR.A full 37% responded that they are excellent. Of course, the
respondents answering either good or excellent definitely believe that they can do better than
the averages. Thus, the great majority (93%) of the money managers believe that the EMH
does not apply and that they can do better than the market. There is a coincidence of beliefs
in our respondents’ answers and their basic approach toward managing money: since a strong
majority of them (70%) use fundamental analysis and 53% use technical analysis, they say
and believe that they can do better than the market averages.
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APPENDIX
A. How would you rank the approaches of investments you follow?
1. Efficiency Market Hypothesis
--------50--------------2. Fundamental Analysis
--------570------------3. Technical Analysis
--------432---------------

B. How would you rate your performance, i.e., the rate of return adjusted for risk such as
in a Sharpe or Treynor measure?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Excellent
Good
Average
Below average

-------265----------------------402----------------------129------------------------0---------------
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